Abstract. We consider the following classes of quantified formulas. Fix a set of basic relations called a basis. Take conjunctions of these basic relations applied to variables and constants in arbitrary ways. Finally, quantify existentially or universally some of the variables. We introduce some conditions on the basis that guarantee efficient learnability. Furthermore, we show that with certain restrictions on the basis the classification is complete. We introduce, as an intermediate tool, a link between this class of quantified formulas and some well-studied structures in Universal Algebra called clones. More precisely, we prove that the computational complexity of the learnability of these formulas is completely determined by a simple algebraic property of the basis of relations, their clone of polymorphisms. Finally, we use this technique to give a simpler proof of the already known dichotomy theorem over boolean domains and we present an extension of this theorem to bases with infinite size.
Introduction
The problem of learning an unknown formula under some determined protocol has been widely studied. The inevitable trade-off between the expressive power of a family of formulas and the resources needed to learn them has forced researchers to study restricted classes of formulas. Among them, propositional formulas have received particular attention. It is known that learning general propositional formulas is hard [3, 17] in the usual learning models and some efficiently learnable subclasses of boolean formulas, especially inside CNF and DNF, have been identified (see [1, 2, 5, 12] for example). First-order logic is a formalism with superior expressive power, but it is not so well studied from the computational point of view (see [18] and futher references in that paper). An active line of research in predicate logics is, for instance, Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [20, 21] . In a recent paper, Dalmau [7] , inspired by a well known dichotomy on the satisfiability of boolean formulas proved by Schaefer [25] , introduced a framework to study the learnability of quantified boolean formulas and proved a complete classification for finite bases. The main goal of this paper is to further continue that line of research by extending those results to domains of arbitrary size, since quantification makes more sense when it can be applied to arbitrary variables and not neccesarily to boolean ones. As a main intermediate tool for our study we introduce a link with some well known algebraic structures, called clones in Universal Algebra. This approach has been introduced in a different context by Jeavons et al. [15] and it has been succesful in the study of the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [13, 14, 15, 16] . We prove that the learning complexity of a family of quantified formulas over a finite domain is completely determined by its clone of polymorphisms. As a first application of this new technique we introduce two families of efficiently learnable classes, namely, coset generating (CG) and near-unanimity (NU) bases containing, as a particular case, the learnable classes for the boolean domain. Furthermore, we provide some evidence that these families of learnable formulas are complete. More precisely, we show that if we restrict the formulas in certain ways we obtain a dichotomy. Despite the fact that there exists a dichotomic classification for the boolean domain, a full dichotomy for arbitrary domains is not known and seems likely to be hard to be found, since the clone lattice that characterizes the learnability of quantified formulas is rather involved; actually it is uncountable. For the boolean domain, the clone lattice is simpler and has been completely characterized by Post [24] . This description allows us to give an alternative proof of the dichotomy theorem in [7] and to extend it to infinite bases. The positive learnability results are obtained using an apparently simple algorithm, called the Generating Set (GS) Algorithm. This algorithm exploits the intersection closure property of some representation classes. Learnable classes are efficiently learnable with equivalence queries in the model of exact learning with queries, as defined by Angluin [1]. This fact is rather striking since in all the dichotomic classifications the rest of the classes are shown not to be learnable even in the more powerful model of PAC-prediction with membership queries as defined by Angluin and Kharitonov [3] . Another characteristic feature of the learnable classes is that every concept in them can be described as the minimum concept containing a set of examples with size polynomial in the number of attributes (variables). This fact has some interesting consequences. First, the computational complexity of learning these classes only depends on the number of attributes but not on the length of the particular representation, strengthening the dichotomy. Second, the total number of concepts with a determined number of atributes is a number singly exponential in the number of attributes. For space limitation some of the proofs are not included. We refer the reader to the full-version paper [8] for proofs missing in this paper and for further technical details. 
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